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Abstract. A generalized model for the performance optimization of physical relational 
database access has been developed and implemented. The model consists of a set of 
algorithms and cost equations. It assists the database designer in soecifyinq and 
selecting optimal physical organization within given systems' constraints. The model 
is an extension of previous work. It is more comprehensive and flexible. It addresses 
problems that have not been considered in previous models; it integrates into one model 
asoects that were treated individually before and it produces database access configur- 
ations that can work within reasonable system constraints. 
INTRODUCTION 
The problems of optimizing database access have 
been approached from two stand points. One aspect 
is query optimization which seeks optimal selec- 
tion of access path for a given query within a 
given access structure of a physical database. 
The other aspect is the selection of optimal 
access structure. This paper is concerned with 
the second aspect. 
The databases under consideration are composed of 
unsorted relations stored on a random access de- 
vice such as a disk and the accesses paths are via 
indices or directly through the file. The selec- 
tion of indices for a database is an important 
part of physical database design. Since indices 
performance vary, there is a need to select the 
most suitable index for each field of each file. 
While appropriate indexing improves the perfor- 
mance considerably, excessive indexing can result 
in maior nerformance dearadation. as well as in 
signiiicant increases of storage.requirements. 
Performance of some types of indices deteriorates 
in time due to overflow situations and other pro- 
blems. Reorganization is then required. 
Furthermore, while indices improve the search time 
for records they obviously slow down database 
maintenance. Each time a record is inserted in a 
file all indices of all fieldshave to have entries 
inserted in them. In some situations the overall 
effect of an index is a degraded performance. In 
addition, the indices occupy considerable amount 
of space. Available space is often limited, es- 
pecially on mini or micro computers. Selecting 
appropriate index to a field is another problem; 
no index is "best" in all situations. 
The problem of index selection along with other 
problems of modelling, optimization and predic- 
tion of database performance have been studied by 
many researchers. Interesting results have been 
published by Batory (1981, 1982a, 1982b). 
Bonfatti, Maio, and Tiberio (1983), Carlis, March, 
and Dickson (1983a, 1983b, 1484);Chen and Yao 
(1977), Christodoulakis (1983), Hoffer (1976), 
Lum (1971). March and Severance (1977), 
Mendelson (1982), Nicolas (1981), Schkolnick 
(1975, 1985), Whang, Widerhold and Segalowics 
(1982), Yao et al (1976, 1977), and others. Addi- 
tional bibliography, related to earlier work, can 
be found in the extensive surveys by Schkolnick 
(1978) and Yao (1976, 1977). However current 
modelling and optimization techniques are not 
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complete, they suffer from one or more of the 
following problems: 
The work is file oriented rather than database 
oriented. The list of evaluated indices is in- 
adequate. Periodic reorganization is not addressed. 
System constraints are not taken into considera- 
tion. Important transaction types and the effects 
of these transactions are not included. The inter- 
action and distinction between primary and second- 
ary field is lacking. There is no discrimination 
between dense and non dense field attributes. Per- 
formance prediction is not provided. 
This work is an extension of previous work. Solu- 
tions to the performance issues above have been de- 
veloped and implemented into one model. As men- 
tioned above, the databases under consideration are 
composed of unsorted relations. No reference is 
made to hierarchical or network data models. Pre- 
liminary results of the initial version of this 
model have been described in Motzkin (1984, 1985). 
This paper describes the revised and refined ver- 
sion of the model. 
AN OVERVIEW OF THE MODEL 
The model is composed of four components: the in- 
put parameters, the output, the algorithms and the 
cost equations. We will describe these components 
in the following sections. 
Input Parameters 
The input to the system consists of four groups of 
parameters: System parameters, Database parameters, 
User workload parameters, and index parameters. 
System parameters 
Systems parameters are concerned with system and 
operating environment constraints and costs. They 
include information regarding total amount of 
available space, total available time, and total 
available budget, size of space unit (also referred 
to as a block), cost of a block, average access 
time, average cost per access. 
Database parameters 
Database parameters provide database information 
such as the number of files, name and size of each 
field and other needed information on each field 
and file. 
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User workload parameters 
User workload parameters are concerned with 
various user transactions such as the number of 
searches, insertions, deletions and modifications 
per field or per file, per day. Also the fre--' 
quency of reorganization. 
compares hundreds of combinations and tries to 
choose the "best" few, will also be exceedingly 
slow and cumbersome. 
On the other hand, it is not possible to select a 
small number of indices for evaluation and be sure 
that what was picked was exactly the choice of all 
database designers. 
Index parameters 
Index parameters are concerned with indices to be 
evaluated. The number of indices available, the 
variations of each index, the different variations 
of updates and the possible combinations of vari- 
ations may run to tens, possibly hundreds, of 
different possible combinations. It is obviously 
not feasible for a database to have an excessive 
number of distinct indices and updating procedures. 
Such organization will require an excessive number 
of subroutines in the database and will produce a 
database management system that is cumbersome and 
difficult to maintain and modify. A model that 
TABLE 1 An example of input parameters 
AVAILABLE 
BLOCKS 
AVAILABLE 
TIME IN 
HOURS 
AVAILABLE CHARACTERS ACCESS TIME COST PER 
BUDGET IN PER BLOCK IN SEC BLOCK 
$ PER DAY 
20070 9.00 200.00 640 
FILE PRIMARY TOTAL # 
NAME ATTRIBUTE OF RECS 
I 
2 
3 
: 
3 
150000 
10000 
15000 
FILE FIELD 
NAME NAME 
FIELD 
TYPE 
DENSE/NONDENSE 
The Output 
This model orovides both efficiency and flexi- 
bility in the choice of incides. The following 
approach is taken: widely accepted indices, i.e. 
B-trees, inverted files and sequential indices are 
always evaluated. The database designer has the 
option of evaluating any additional indices. The 
term index parameters refers to the characteris- 
tics of additional indices which a database de- 
signer may elect to provide as input. This way 
the model achieves flexibility without loss of 
efficiency. 
See Table 1 for an example of input parameters. 
.l 
# OF # OF FREQ OF 
INSERTIONS DELETIONS REORG 
PER DAY PER DAY IN DAYS 
310 
IO:: 
# OF 
CHARS 
9 
10 
5 
10 
8 
15 
: 
20 
11 
.00015 
50 10 
60 20 
400 15 
# OF # OF 
SEARCHES UPDATES 
PER DAY PER DAY 
200 
20 
80 
20 
30 
25 
40 
50 
150 
10 
5 
5: 50000 
:"o 1000 
6000 
25 150 
30 300 
500: 
COST PER 
ACCESS 
IN $ 
.00070 
DISTINCT 
VALUES 
See Table 2 for a sample output. The output in 
Table 2 is obtained from the input shown in Table 
1. Note that the initial minimum cost configura- . 
tion yielded space requirements that exceeded the 
input-oarameter of available space. The system 
then invoked its BEST-FIT procedure, and con- 
figured an optimal configuration of indices which 
provided for lowest possible cost within the given 
space requirement. 
The output consists of systems' summary, and a 
table indicating the optimal set of indices as 
well as cost, time and space estimates associated 
with each index. Total space, total time and 
total cost will also be produced. 
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TABLE 2 An example of output 
FIRST SELECTION OF OPTIMAL INDICES 
FILE FIELD INDEX : TOTAL 
COST 
1 : MULTILEVEL 4.81 
1 SEQUENTIAL 2.86 
: 3 INVERTED 5.5 1 
2' : 3 NO BTREE INDEX 17.88 8 1
: 2 1 NO INDEX 30.03 7 54
3 4" BTREE 35.66 
3 NO INDEX 7.25 
SYSTEM SUMMARY 
TOTAL COST TOTAL TIME 
DAYS HOURS MIN SEC 
151.35 5 55 22 
SECOND SELECTION OF OPTIMAL SET OF INDICES 
FILE FIELD 
1 1 
INDEX TOTAL 
COST 
MULTILEVEL 4.81 
NO INDEX 40.4 
INVERTED 5.5 
NO INDEX 7.38 
BTREE 17.88 
NO INDEX 8.81 
NO INDEX 30.03 
NO INDEX 37.54 
BTREE 35.66 
NO INDEX 7.25 
i 2 
1 3 
2 1 
2 2 
2 3 
3 1 
3 2 
3 
3 4" 
SYSTEM SUMMARY 
TOTAL COST 
195.27 
TOTAL TIME 
DAYS HOURS MIN 
7 41 
SEC 
21 
THE ALGORITHM Outline of the algorithm 
An overview of the algorithm FOR EACH FIELD OF EACH FILE DO 
FIND BEST INDEX/NO INDEX (for this field) 
STORE INFORMATION (of best index/no index) 
END FOR 
COMPUTE TOTAL SYSTEM SPACE 
COMPUTE TOTAL ACCESS TIME (per day) 
COMPUTE TOTAL COST (per day) 
OUTPUT PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
IF TOTAL DATABASE SPACE 1 AVAILABLE SPACE 
OR TOTAL ACCESS TIME > AVAILABLE TIME 
OR TOTAL COST>AVAILABLE BUDGET 
THEN CALL BEST-FIT PROCEDURE 
OUTPUT FINAL SYSTEM CONFIGUKATION 
For each field of each file the best index is 
selected. An index is considered "best" if it has 
the lowest cost among all evaluated indices. The 
evaluated indices include B-tree and sequential 
index for dense attribute, inverted file for non 
dense attribute and the additional indices re- 
quested by the database designer. The cost of 
accesses without an index is also computed for 
each field. The system then selects the best in- 
dex or no index for each field and stores all rel- 
evant information. The configuration selected 
this way is the lowest cost configuration. 
Next the total database cost, the total space and 
the total time that will be used by the database 
are computed. If any of these totals exceeds the 
systems' constraints that were provided as input 
then the BEST-FIT procedure is invoked. The pro- 
cedure will delete, add or replace selected in- 
dices in order to reduce the time or space used by 
the database. Minimal cost within systems' con- 
straints is achieved. If costs constraints can 
not meet the requirements a message is provided. 
TOTAL TIME 
DAYS HRS MINS 
: 
12 
2 
42 
20 
1 
1 :; 
1 24 
17 
TOTAL SPACE 
21356 
TOTAL TIME 
DAYS HRS 
1 
MINS 
3: 
12 
17 
42 
20 
:; 
24 
17 
TOTAL SPACE 
17393 
TOTAL SPACE 
SECS 
33 5282 
26 3828 
6 2822 
:"2 556 135
z; 
23 
25 1364 
16 
SECS 
33 
11 
6 
35 
22 
59 
30 
23 
25 
16 
TOTAL SPACE 
5282 
2822 
556 
1364 
COST COEIPUTATIONS 
Cost equations 
The cost equations compute the cost of space Of 
all files and each evaluated index. costs of 
accesses are computed for each field with no index 
as well as with index. The costs include searches, 
modifications and reorganization. There are com- 
putations for primary and secondary fields, for 
dense and non dense attributes; interfield and 
interfile transactions are taken into considera- 
tion. Thus, the model is more comprehensive and 
more accurate than previous work. 
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General cost, time and space formuli are provided 
here. The details of the computations can be 
found in Motzkin (1984). The following variables 
are used in the formuli: 
CA = 
CB = 
NB = 
NCB = 
NCR = 
NDAD = 
NDAI = 
NDAR q 
Cost per access 
Cost per block 
Number of blocks 
Number of characters per block 
Number of characters per record 
Number of daily accesses for deletions 
Number of daily accesses for insertions 
Number of daily accesses for reorganiza- 
tions 
NDAS = 
NDAU = 
NR = 
TDT = 
TDC = 
Number of daily accesses for searches 
Number of daily accesses for updates 
Number of records 
Total daily time 
Total daily costs 
Each file is assumed to have one primary field. 
It is assumed that records to be moditied and de- 
leted are located using the primary field value. 
These assumptions simplify the task of obtaining 
input data as well as the formuli. The results 
provide reasonable estimates since this is the 
situation for the majority of deletions and modi- 
fications. Without loss of generality the indices 
are assumed to index single fields. If a group of 
fields has to be indexed (e.g. name and address) 
the group can be viewed as one virtual field. 
The general cost, time and space formuli are as 
follows: 
File access computations 
TDT = TA x (NDAS + NDAI + NDAD + NDAU) for 
primary field 
= TA x (NDAS t NDAU) for non primary 
field 
TDC = CA x (NDAS t NDAI + NDAD + NDAU) for 
primary field 
= CA x (NDAS t NDAU) for non primary 
field 
The values of NDAS, NDAI, NDAD and NDAU are com- 
puted in two situations: when index is provided 
and when index is not provided. 
File space computations 
NE = NR/(NCB/NCR) 
Cost of file space = NB x CB 
Index costs 
Index costs are computed in a similar way. 
TDT = TA x (NDAS + NDAI + NDAD + NDAU + NDAR) 
TDC = CA x (NDAS t NDAI + NDAD t NDAU + NDAR) 
+ NB x CB 
Here insertions and deletions are computed for 
each field, since an entry needs to be inserted 
into or deleted from each index when a record is 
inserted into or deleted from a file. The values 
of NDAS, NDAI, NDAD, NDAU, NDAR and NB vary from 
index to index. NDAR = 0 for some indices, (e.g. 
B-tree). 
Total costs 
Total system costs, time and space are computed by 
adding the corresponding values for all files and 
all the selected indices. 
THE COMPLEXITY OF THE ALGORITHM 
The complexity of the algorithm is 
O(NF x (NI - 1)) 
where: 
NF = the total number of fields in the data- 
base 
NI = the number of evaluated indices 
This efficiency is due in part to the seoarability 
approach (Whang et al 1982) used here. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
As has been indicated in previous sections, the 
selection of access oaths have a major effect on 
system performance. The performance characteris- 
tics of the same data when using different access 
structures may vary by orders of magnitude. The 
space occupied by different databases for the same 
data may also vary in similar manner. In addition, 
a design that does not take into consideration sys- 
tem constraints may increase speed in environments 
where space is not available of provide soace 
economy of the expense of speed where space is 
available but high speed is needed. 
This model, unlike previous work, concentrates on 
optimal solution within system constraints. It 
also provides efficiency and flexibility in the 
choice of indices. The flexibility and efficiency 
are achieved in the following way: widely used in- 
dices are always evaluated. These indices are B- 
tree, sequential index and inverted file. In addi- 
tion, the database designer has the option of re- 
questing the evaluation of any additional indices. 
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